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ABSTRACT

Received:

Following the rapid emergence of the highly transmissible SARS-CoV-2 virus
responsible for the COVID-19 disease face masks have become widely used to mitigate
airborne spread of the virus from respiratory droplets and aerosols. UVC light has been
demonstrated to effectively inactivate the SARS-CoV-2 virus and other microorganisms.
Here we describe the use of an effective prototype device for the UVC sanitization
of face masks or other personal items. Furthermore, we find that after each wear,
microorganisms from even a healthy wearer’s own respiratory droplets and skin can
collect on the inside of the mask and these can similarly be sanitized using this device.
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Introduction
The COVID-19 disease is caused by the severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), a novel beta-coronavirus
that is primarily transmitted via respiratory droplets and aerosols
with a likely more limited transmission risk via fomites [1-3]. After
the first reports of the disease in December 2019, 120 million
infections and 2.5 million deaths were reported worldwide by
the World Health Organization (WHO) during the first year of the
pandemic [1]. The use of face coverings to mitigate the spread
of the virus became widespread after the US Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) recommended their use in April of 2020, with a
similar recommendation by the WHO and most health groups
and other countries [4-7]. Leung et al. reported that face masks
or coverings may prevent the spread of SARS-CoV-2 via trapping
exhaled respiratory droplets [3]. Initially during the pandemic
mask availability was limited and the use of N95 respirators and
surgical masks was prioritized for health care facilities and the
most vulnerable individuals. The increased production of cloth
and surgical masks has helped with a wider availability of face

coverings to the general population, however disposable masks are
also anticipated to cause an environmental threat, including the
eventual release of plastic particles from surgical masks and other
personal protective equipment [8,9].

A recent study estimated that 129 billion face masks are being
used globally every month and most are disposable face masks
[8]. The emergence of the recent vaccines for COVID-19 has led
the CDC to change its recommendation on mask use for the fully
vaccinated, while those who are not fully vaccinated are to follow
the previous guidelines [10]. Thus mask use is likely to continue
as long as SARS-CoV-2 infections persist and in the event of any
future emergent pandemic. While cloth masks can routinely be
reused after washing, it is recommended that the reuse of N95
and other types of disposable surgical masks should be avoided.
However, it is suggested that in reality these masks are frequently
reused, particularly during the dire mask shortage at the beginning
of the pandemic or as individuals try to reduce their mask
consumption [11,12]. In practical terms, a replacement for soiled
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masks may also not be immediately or conveniently available at
all times. Furthermore, reducing mask waste will ultimately limit
environmental impacts [9].

While masks are considered effective in limiting the
transmission of COVID-19, we predicted that mask wearing would
likely lead to the accumulation of both environmental and host
microorganisms on internal and external mask surfaces. Of note,
short wavelength Ultraviolet C (UVC) light at 254nm has been
implemented in hospitals to decontaminate N95 respirators,
allowing their reuse and helping to preserve the supply of personal
protective equipment [13,14]. UVC has been found to be effective at
killing multiple coronaviruses, including Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome Coronavirus (SARS-CoV), SARS-CoV-2, and Middle East
Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (MERS-CoV) and has been used
routinely for various medical and domestic microbial sterilization
procedures [15-22]. Here we describe the development and use
of a small portable device for the simultaneous UVC sanitization
of multiple face masks or other small items. As proof of principle
we tested the efficiency of the device for the killing of E.coli
droplets on the inside of surgical masks and naturally occurring
microorganisms recovered from donated worn masks.

Methods and Materials

A prototype self-contained UVC sanitization device was
developed consisting of a central monochromatic UVC lamp with a
surrounding hanging rack to hold multiple masks or other objects
[23]. The technology operates at a UVC wavelength of approximately
254nm, which has the ability to kill bacteria, viruses, yeast, and mold
spores. The device contains an outer casing to protect the users from
the potentially damaging effects of UVC exposure. XL-1 Blue E.coli
(Stratagene) were inoculated in Lysogeny Broth (LB) and grown
overnight at 37C in a shaking incubator and then diluted 1:500 in
LB. Multiple droplets of 5ul of E.coli were spotted approximately
1cm apart across the inside surface (face-side) of surgical facemasks
and incubated for 10 minutes at room temperature. The masks
were then hung in the device and the inside surfaces were exposed
to UVC light at a measured density of 0.8 mW/cm2 at a distance of
10cm from the light source for 0 (control), 30, 60 or 120 seconds.
A sterile swab was used to recover surviving bacteria and streaked
across the surface of LB plates and allowed to air dry. The plates
were incubated overnight at 37C and colonies were counted after
24 hours to calculate time kill curves from samples in quintuplicate
and the point of a 3 log10 -fold decrease in Colony Forming Units
(CFUs), which represents 99.9% sanitization. Pairwise t-tests
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assuming equal variances were performed between untreated
controls and that of each time point to calculate p-values. To assess
sanitization of environmental microorganisms on face masks, we
obtained cloth or surgical masks that had been worn for at least
one day. The inside surface of the mask was swabbed prior to UVC
exposure or after 5 minutes of UVC treatment, as described above.
The swab was streaked across the surface of LB plates, grown for
24 hours at 37C, and then photographed. Similarly a swab was
taken from the glass touch screen of a mobile phone prior to UVC
exposure or after 5 minutes of UVC treatment.

Results

To test the efficiency of UVC light in the sanitization of face masks
a small self-contained and portable device was developed, capable
of simultaneously hanging multiple masks or other personal items
such as keys or cell phones [23]. E.coli were purposely spotted
in droplets on the inner mask surface and then exposed to UVC
irradiation for various times and surviving bacteria were recovered
and grown on LB plates (Figure 1A). CFUs were counted and

compared to untreated controls. We found that UVC treatment of
masks for 30 seconds led to a greater than 3 log10 -fold decrease
in colony forming units, representing a 99.94% killing of bacteria,
p= 0.0006845 (Figure 1B). Efficiency of killing reached 99.99%
after 1 minute (p= 0.0006824) and no CFUs were recovered after
a treatment of 2 minutes (p= 0.00068204). We also tested the
ability of the device to sanitize donated soiled cloth or surgical face
masks that had been exposed to environmental microorganisms
after being worn for a full day. We found that a variety of microbial
colonies grew from swabs of worn masks from different individuals,
including large colonies characteristic of Bacillus species (Figure
2A). Swabs were also taken from the internal face-side of each mask
prior to UVC exposure or following 5 minutes of treatment measured
at 0.8 mW/cm2 at a distance of 10cm from the light source. Samples
were then streaked on LB plates and incubated for 24 hours. The
results demonstrated that numerous microbial colonies grew from
swabs of both the worn cloth and surgical masks and that no CFUs
were recovered following UVC treatment of the same masks (Figure
2b). Finally, we tested the ability of the UVC device to sanitize the
touch screen of a mobile phone, which is another possible source
of transmissible microorganisms. A swab taken from the phone
and transferred to an LB plate led to the growth of a number of
microbial CFUs within 24 hours, albeit fewer than observed from
facemasks (Figure 2C, upper panel). Swabs of the phone following
treatment with UVC light for 5 minutes, as above, revealed that no
CFUs emerged (Figure 2C, lower panel).
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Figure 1: E.coli colonies recovered from surgical face masks following exposure to UVC light. Droplets of E.coli were spotted
onto the inside surface of surgical facemasks and then recovered and grown on LB plates following exposure to UVC light for
30, 60 or 120 seconds relative to control (0 seconds).
a)
Representative plates of E.coli CFUs recovered from untreated masks or masks exposed to UVC light for 30, 60 or 120
seconds.
b)
Shown are mean bacterial CFUs plotted on a log scale over time. Black horizontal lines represent the two-tailed p-values
calculated from pairwise t-tests between 0 and 30 sec exposure (*), 0 and 60 sec exposure (**) and 0 and 120 sec exposure (***).
Vertical bars represent standard errors for each sample set. The orange line represents the hypothetical 3 log10 -fold decrease
in CFUs to achieve 99.9% sanitization. Note that zero CFUs were recovered after 2 minutes exposure to UVC light (#).
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Figure 2:
a)
Representative plates of microorganisms recovered from soiled untreated masks or masks exposed to UVC light.
Microbial colonies grown from swabs of worn surgical face masks from two individuals.
b)
CFUs recovered from surgical (left) or cloth (center) facemasks from individual A or from a surgical facemask from
individual B (right). Swabs were taken from the inside surface of the facemasks following exposure to UVC light for 5 minutes
(5) relative to untreated controls (0) and streaked on LB plates.
c)
CFUs recovered from the touchscreen of a mobile phone. Swab taken from the glass surface of the phone following
exposure to UVC light for 5 minutes (5; lower panel) relative to untreated controls (0; upper panel) and streaked on LB plates.

Discussion
UVC light with a wavelength of 254nm is known to be an
effective biocide. This radiation is capable of damaging nucleic
acids thereby inhibiting the growth and deactivating the potential
pathogenic qualities of microorganisms [17,24]. Importantly, the
small portable prototype device we developed protects the user

from excessive exposure to UVC light, which can cause eye or
skin damage [25,26]. We found that it can be an effective way to
sanitize face masks or other personal items to allow to their reuse.
Our results also suggest that after each wear, bacteria from even a
healthy wearer’s own respiratory droplets and skin can collect on
the inside of the mask and the outside of a mask may potentially
contain pathogens capable of living on its surface, consistent with
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previous observations [27]. Although viability of viruses including
SARS- CoV-2 were not monitored in this study, we demonstrated
that treatment using the UVC device effectively eliminates
bacterial/microbial growth within 2-5 minutes. Quantitative fit
tests have shown that the filtration performance of N95 respirators
was not markedly reduced after UVC decontamination and masks
can retain comparable filtration performance to the control group
after 2 rounds of decontamination and maintained acceptable
performance after 3 rounds [22]. Therefore UVC can be an effective
way to sanitize masks when supplies are low, allowing for their
limited reuse and to reduce the environmental impact of disposal
of non-washable face coverings.

12. Worby CJ, Chang HH (2020) Face mask use in the general population
and optimal resource allocation during the COVID-19 pandemic. Nat
Commun 11(1): 4049.
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